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Key publications 
  

The SAMSON (Self-Assessment Method for Statin Side-effects Or 

Nocebo) trial 

The infamous muscle side effects of statins are re-targeted in this specially designed 

randomized trial. Patients received 12 bottles, each for one month, that contained 

atorvastatin 20 mg (4), placebo (4), and 4 bottles were empty. Patients were recruited from 

17 referral centers across the UK; all stopped taking statins with no intention of restarting 

them. Symptoms were recorded daily in a specially developed app. Of the 60 participants, 49 

completed the 12-month study. The symptom score was 8.0 (4.7 – 11.3) during the empty 

bottle period, 16.3 (13.0-19.6; p<0.001) when taking atorvastatin. However, this last score 

was not different from the reported side effects when taking a placebo, 15.4 (12.1-18.7; 

p<0.001). The between-group P-value was 0.388. The nocebo ratio, symptoms caused by 

statins that were also reported when taking nocebo were practical the same, 0.90, OR: 1.02. 

Comparing individual patient data, neither symptom intensity on starting, OR:1.02 (0.98-

1.06; p=0.28) nor extent of symptom relief on stopping, OR: 1.01 (0.98-1.05; p=0.48) 



distinguished statin from placebo use. Patients using atorvastatin were not more likely to 

stop using their medication when compared to taking the placebo’s (P=0.173). Symptom 

relief was no different when stopping with a placebo or statin. Half of the patients (N=30) 

that were evaluated six months after the trial reported using statins. The authors show that 

traditional cues and experiments used to determine side effects, such as stopping, 

evaluating, and restarting the medication, can paradoxically confirm non-existing causation. 

This 3-armed cross-over trial showed that 50% of the patients labeled as statin intolerant 

were able to successfully restart a statin. 

Howard JP, Wood FA, Finegold JA et al. Side Effect Patterns in a Crossover Trial of Statin, 

Placebo, and No Treatment. J Am Coll Cardiol 2021; 78:1210-1222. 

Toth PP. That Myalgia of Yours Is Not From Statin Intolerance. J Am Coll Cardiol 2021; 

78:1223-1226. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=34531022 

  

Combining statins with fenofibrate effectively lowers high TG’s  

Statins, either as monotherapy or combined with non-statin LDL-c lowering drugs such as 

ezetimibe or PCSK9ab, enabled an unprecedented lowering of plasma LDL-c. Despite these 

well-controlled LDL-c levels, patients continue to experience ASCVD complications, and this 

residual risk is a renewed focus of basic research and clinical studies. Elevated 

triglycerides in patients treated with statins are considered an important residual risk 

marker that can respond favorably to high-dose high-intensity statins but frequently 

remains elevated. In this multi-centered prospective randomized, double-blind study, 127 

statin-treated patients with LDL-c on target but elevated TG were assigned to monotherapy 

of statin + placebo (n=63) or a combination or fenofibrate and statin (n=64). Patients used 

atorvastatin 10 -20 mg or rosuvastatin 10 mg in both groups. Fenofibrate was prescribed in 

a dosage of 178.8 mg. The treatment period was 8 weeks, and after study completion, both 

TG and HDL-c improved significantly in patients using combination therapy. TG’s were 

lowered from 269.8 mg/dl to 145.5 mg/dl (p<0.0001). TG’s remained unchanged in the 

monotherapy group, from 271.1 mg/dl to 280.5 mg/dl. HDL-c increased from 45.0 mg/dl to 

50.4 mg/dl (p=0.0004). No serious adverse events (nephrotoxicity, hepatotoxicity, and 

myopathy) were reported by the patients using statin + fenofibrate. Only 3 patients (4.6%) in 

the combination group and 4 (6.3%) in the control group reported mild side effects. This 

relatively small and short study in Korean patients with optimal LDL-c levels and elevated 

TG’s showed that the addition of fenofibrate effectively and safely reduces triglycerides 

>40%.  

Park MS, Youn JC, Kim EJ et al. Efficacy and Safety of Fenofibrate-Statin Combination 

Therapy in Patients With Inadequately Controlled Triglyceride Levels Despite Previous 

Statin Monotherapy: A Multicenter, Randomized, Double-blind, Phase IV Study. Clinical 

therapeutics 2021. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=34518033 
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https://customer14607.musvc3.net/e/t?q=3%3dHWIZN%26E%3dD%26D%3dNTL%26E%3dPUMZP%26N%3duJAI_5qjs_F1_9tfp_I9_5qjs_E6DP0.Dt5v.D3F.19y.02L_9tfp_I93KsFr4_9tfp_I9_5qjs_F6A85C_9tfp_J1r4n7FTLTKZJV%26q%3dCBL93J.GrJ%26zL%3dFWNX&mupckp=mupAtu4m8OiX0wt


  

Exploring loss of statin therapy in pregnant, lactating FH women  

In patients diagnosed with familial hypercholesterolemia, statins are life-saving drugs that 

should be initiated at a young age. Consequently, young women use statins during their 

reproductive ages and are advised to stop statins when they aspire to become pregnant, 

during pregnancy, and lactation. This study explored the duration of being exposed to 

elevated LDL-c levels because statins were stopped. This was a cross-sectional analysis of 

anonymous, questionnaire-based data that were collected online. In total, 103 women 

diagnosed with FH and managed in Norwegian (N=70) and Dutch (N=32) lipid clinics. Total 

pregnancy-related off-statin time could be estimated in 80 participants. This ranged from 0 - 

14.2 years with a median period of 2.3 years. For 67 women, the percentage of time they 

were untreated could be estimated as well; this ranged from 0-100% with a median of 18%, 

based on a median age of 31 (SD: 4.3) years at their last pregnancy. Breastfeeding was more 

frequent as well as for a more extended period observed in Norwegian women, 83% for 1-43 

months with a median time of 8.5 months. Dutch women breastfed their infants in 63% for a 

median period of 3.6 months and a range of 0-14 months. An important finding was that 86% 

of the women expressed the need for more information on pregnancy and breastfeeding 

related to FH. FH women that need to stop statins because of pregnancy need to be 

monitored closely, and strategies should be implemented to reduce the off-station periods. 

The impact of these prolonged therapeutic pauses on ASCVD risk increase is not clear and 

need to be explored by long term follow-up of pregnant FH women in appropriate 

registries.  Klevmoen M, Bogsrud MP, Retterstøl K et al. Loss of statin treatment years 

during pregnancy and breastfeeding periods in women with familial hypercholesterolemia. 

Atherosclerosis 2021; 335:8-15. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=34520888 

  

Comparing high dose vs low dose statin + ezetimibe in post primary 

PCI patients  

Managing LDL-c in very high-risk patients is evolving, and recently updated lipid 

management guidelines advocate combining a statin with ezetimibe or PCSK9ab. This 

study, using data from the Korean nationwide medical insurance registry, compared the risk 

of ASCVD events in post-primary PCI patients using high dose, high-intensity statins 

(atorvastatin 20-40 mg or rosuvastatin 20 mg) vs. moderate dose statin (atorvastatin 5-10 

and rosuvastatin 5-10 mg) plus ezetimibe 10 mg. This retrospective observational 

population-based cohort study included patients between January 1st, 2015, and December 

31st, 2016. Of the 20 070 patients, 19 148 used high-intensity statins, and 922 were 

prescribed combination therapy. Major coronary events (MACE) were recorded at 12 months 

and shoed 138. 0 vs. 154.0/1000 patients’ years in the combination therapy and intensive 

statin therapy, respectively. This resulted in an adjusted HR of 1.11 (0.86-1.42; p=0.043). The 

https://customer14607.musvc3.net/e/t?q=A%3d5ZPhA%26H%3dK%26L%3dAWS%26M%3dCXThC%26Q%3d2RxL_ByWv_M9_vwmx_6B_ByWv_LD1SG.Lg83.LpI.8Gl.C9T_vwmx_6B0SfIyB_vwmx_6B_ByWv_MDxABK_vwmx_79e7u0Mb9XTfBd%26x%3dKyOFA7.JyR%26mO%3dMeAa&mupckp=mupAtu4m8OiX0wt


 

multi-variable-adjusted HR was 1.05 (0.74-1.47; p=0.80). Noteworthy is the observation that 

at 12 months, a significantly greater number of patients were adherent in the group that 

used combination therapy (66.6%) vs. the patients that used monotherapy of high dose 

high-intensity statins (52.9%); P<0.001. The findings in this registry reassure that using a 

combination of low-intensity statins plus ezetimibe vs. a monotherapy of high-intensity 

statin results in similar outcomes. The long-term effects beyond 1-year will need to be 

confirmed in studies with longer follow-up time. 

Kim J, Kang D, Park H et al. Moderate-Intensity Statins Plus Ezetimibe vs. High-Intensity 

Statins After Coronary Revascularization: A Cohort Study. Cardiovasc Drugs Ther 2021. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=34533691 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=34531021 

  

A simple roadmap how to reach guideline dictated LDL-c goals  

This concise review by a portfolio of well-recognized US cardiologists, including Scott M. 

Grundy, provides clinicians a practical and straightforward road map of how to steer 

patients towards optimal LDL-c targets. Reflecting on both US and European guidelines, 

they emphasize using high-intensity statins (HIS) or patients with statin intolerability to 

combine a statin with ezetimibe. Secondary prevention patients are prime candidates for 

HIS aiming for an LDL-c reduction of at least 50%. The subgroup of ASCVD patients 

classified as very high risk will need add-on therapies such as ezetimibe, PCSK9ab, or 

bempedoic acid to reach their more stringent targets of <55 mg/dl. For primary prevention, 

those with a 10-year ASCVD risk >20%, patients with familial hypercholesterolemia, 

diabetics with associated risk factors are categorized as high risk, and treatment targets are 

the same as in ASCVD patients. In those with a 10-year risk between 7.5% - 20%, a coronary 

calcium score could help reclassify patients to low-risk (Ca score =0) or high risk (Ca score 

>300 Agatston units). Combining statins with a non-statin is recommended for patients 

unable to tolerate high dose, high-intensity statins. Simple strategies and tips to overcome 

the most common barriers to intensive LDL-c management are part of the review, and links 

to resources for clinicians and patients are provided as well. 

Grundy SM, Stone NJ, Blumenthal RS et al. High-Intensity Statins Benefit High-Risk 

Patients: Why and How to Do Better. Mayo Clinic proceedings 2021; 96:2660-2670. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=34531060  
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